If you are using a navigation system please enter “Am Taubenfelde” as your destination. The
Hotel is located at the end of the street.
Route Describtion
From the south:
-motorway ( Autobahn ) A 7 to junction Hannover - Süd
-A 37, then ( Bundesstraße ) B 6 to Seelhorster Kreuz
-city motorway ( Südschnellweg, B 65/6/3) direction Nienburg to Landwehrkreisel ( roundabout )
-turn right ( by leaving the roundabout at the first excit ) into Frankfurter Allee, (B 65/6)
direction Nienburg to Ricklinger Kreisel ( roundabout )
-leave the roundabout at the second excit into Friedrich Ebert Str., then Göttinger Straße,
(B 6) direction Nienburg to Deisterplatz ( roundabout )
-leave the roundabout at the second excit onto the city motorway ( Westschnellweg, B 6)
direction Nienburg to Schwanenburg Kreuzung
-turn right into Bremer Damm towards Hannover Zentrum up to Königsworther Platz
-turn right at the lights into Königsworther Platz, later Brühlstr.
-at the second lights ( Allianz Tower ) turn left into Otto-Brenner-Str.
-turn left the second street into Am Taubenfelde
-The Hotel Savoy is located at the end of the street
From the north:
-motorway ( Autobahn ) A 7 to junction Hannover - Nord
-A 352 direction Dortmund to excit Hannover - Herrenhausen
-( Bundesstraße ) B 6 (Am Leineufer, then Westschnellweg) direction Hannover - Zentrum
to Schwanenburg Kreuzung
-turn left into Bremer Damm towards Hannover Zentrum into Königsworther Platz
-turn right at the lights into Königsworther Platz, later Brühlstr.
-at the second lights ( Allianz Tower ) turn left into Otto-Brenner-Str.
-turn left the second street into Am Taubenfelde
-The Hotel Savoy is located at the end of the street
From the west:
-motorway ( Autobahn ) A 2 to excit Hannover - Herrenhausen
-( Bundesstraße ) B 6 (Am Leineufer, später Westschnellweg) direction Hannover - Zentrum
to Schwanenburg Kreuzung
-turn left into Bremer Damm towards Hannover Zentrum up to Königsworther Platz
-turn right at the lights into Königsworther Platz, later Brühlstr.
-at the second lights ( Allianz Tower ) turn left into Otto-Brenner-Str.
-turn left the second street into Am Taubenfelde
-The Hotel Savoy is located at the end of the street
From the east:
- motorway ( Autobahn ) A 2 to excit Hannover - Nord / Langenhagen
-Vahrenwalder Str. towards Hannover - Zentrum straight ahead up to a railway bridge
-turn right underneath the railway bridge into Arndtstr.
-turn left at the lights into Herschelstr.
-at the lights turn right into Celler Str., later Otto-Brenner-Straße
-after the second lights turn right the second street into Am Taubenfelde
-the Hotel Savoy is located at the end of the street

